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Computability Closure: Ten Years LaterFrédéri BlanquiINRIALORIA⋆, Campus Sientique, BP 23954506 Vandoeuvre-lès-Nany Cedex, FraneAbstrat. The notion of omputability losure has been introdued forproving the termination of higher-order rewriting with rst-order math-ing by Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Mitsuhiro Okada in a 1997 draft whihlater served as a basis for the author's PhD. In this paper, we show howthis notion an also be used for dealing with β-normalized rewriting withmathing modulo βη (on patterns à la Miller), rewriting with mathingmodulo some equational theory, and higher-order data types (types withonstrutors having funtional reursive arguments). Finally, we showhow the omputability losure an easily be turned into a redution or-dering whih, in the higher-order ase, ontains Jean-Pierre Jouannaudand Albert Rubio's higher-order reursive path ordering and, in the rst-order ase, is equal to the usual rst-order reursive path ordering.1 IntrodutionAfter Jan Willem Klop's PhD thesis on Combinatory Redution Systems (CRS)[28, 29℄, the interest in higher-order rewriting, or the ombination of λ-alulusand rewriting, was relaunhed by Dale Miller and Gopalan Nadathur's work on
λ-Prolog [38℄ and Val Breazu-Tannen's paper on the modularity of onuenefor the ombination of simply-typed λ-alulus and rst-order rewriting [10, 13℄.A year later, Dale Miller proved the deidability of uniation modulo βη forhigher-order patterns [36, 37℄, and the modularity of termination for simply-typed λ-alulus and rst-order rewriting was independently proved by JeanGallier and Val Breazu-Tannen [11, 12℄ and Mitsuhiro Okada [40℄, both usingJean-Yves Girard's tehnique of reduibility prediates [1820℄. A little bit later,Daniel Dougherty showed, by purely syntati means (without using reduibilityprediates), that these results ould be extended to any stable set of untyped
λ-terms [16, 17℄, the set of simply-typed λ-terms being stable. We must alsomention Zhurab Khasidashvili's new approah to higher-order rewriting withhis Expression Redution Systems (ERS) [27℄.Then, in 1991, two important papers were published on this subjet, bothintroduing a new approah to higher-order rewriting: Tobias Nipkow's Higher-order Rewrite Systems (HRS) [39, 33℄, and Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Mit-suhiro Okada's Exeutable Higher-Order Algebrai Speiation Languages [22,
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23℄. Tobias Nipkow's approah is based on Dale Miller's result: the simply-typed
λ-alulus, whih is onuent and terminating, is used as a framework for en-oding higher-order rewriting. He extends to this framework the Critial PairLemma. Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Mitsuhiro Okada's approah an be seen asa typed version of CRS's (restrited to rst-order mathing). They proved thattermination is modular for the ombination of simply-typed λ-alulus, a non-dupliating1 terminating rst-order rewrite system, and an higher-order rewritesystem whih denition follows a general shema extending primitive reur-sion. Later, Vinent van Oostrom and Femke van Raamsdonk ompared CRS'sand HRS's [46℄ and developed an axiomatized framework subsuming them [47,49℄.The ombination of β-redution and rewriting is naturally used in depen-dent type systems and proof assistants implementing the proposition-as-typeand proof-as-objet paradigm [6℄. In these systems, two propositions equivalentmodulo β-redution and rewriting are onsidered as equivalent (e.g. P (2+2) and
P (4)). This is essential for enabling users to formalize large proofs with manyomputations, as reently shown by Georges Gonthier and Benjamin Werner'sproof of the Four Color Theorem in the Coq proof assistant. However, hekingthe orretness of user proofs requires to hek the equivalene of two terms.Hene, the neessity to have termination riteria for the ombination of β-redution and a set R of higher-order rewrite rules.For proving the orretness of the general shema, Jean-Pierre Jouannaudand Mitsuhiro Okada used Jean-Yves Girard's tehnique of reduibility predi-ates. Roughly speaking, sine proving the (strong) β-normalization by indu-tion on the struture of terms does not work diretly, one needs to prove astronger prediate. In 1967, William Tait introdued a onvertibility prediatefor proving the weak normalization of some extension of Kurt Gödel's system T[43℄. Later, in 1971, Jean-Yves Girard introdued reduibility prediates (alledomputability prediates in the following) for proving the weak and strong nor-malization of the polymorphi λ-alulus [18, 19℄. This tehnique an be appliedto (higher-order) rewriting by proving that every funtion symbol is omputable,that is, that every funtion all is omputable whenever its arguments so are.This naturally leads to the following question: whih operations preserveomputability? Indeed, from a set of suh operations, one an dene the om-putability losure of a term t, written CC(t), as the set of terms that are om-putable whenever t so is. Then, to get normalization, it sues to hek that,for every rule f l → r ∈ R, r belongs to the omputability losure of l. Ex-amples of omputability-preserving operations are: appliation, funtion allson arguments smaller than l in some well-founded ordering >, et. Jean-PierreJouannaud and Mitsuhiro Okada introdued this notion in a 1997 draft whihserved as a basis for [8, 9℄. In this paper, we show how this notion an be ex-tended for dealing with β-normalized rewriting with mathing modulo βη onpatterns à la Miller and mathing modulo some equational theory.1 l → r is non-dupliating if no variable has more ourrenes in r than it has in l.
Another way to prove the termination of R is to nd a deidable well-foundedrewrite relation ontaining R. A well known suh relation in the rst-order aseis the reursive path ordering [41, 14℄ whih well-foundedness was initially basedon Kruskal theorem [30℄. The rst attempts made for generalizing this orderingto the higher-order ase were not able to orient system T [31, 32, 26℄. Finally,in 1999, Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Albert Rubio sueeded in nding suh anordering [25℄ by using omputability-based tehniques again, hene providing therst well-foundedness proof of RPO not based on Kruskal theorem. This orderingwas later extended to the alulus of onstrutions by Daria Walukiewiz [50,51℄.Although the omputability losure on one hand, and the reursive pathordering on the other hand, share the same omputability-based tehniques,there has been no preise omparison between these two termination riteria.In [51℄, one an nd examples of rules that are aepted by one riterion butnot the other. And Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Albert Rubio themselves use thenotion of omputability losure for strengthening HORPO.In this paper, we explore the relations between both riteria. We start fromthe trivial remark that the omputability losure itself provides us with an or-dering: let t CR(>) u if t = ft and u ∈ CC>(t), where CC> is the omputabilitylosure built by using a well-founded relation > for omparing the argumentsbetween funtion alls. Proving the well-foundedness of this ordering simply on-sists in proving that the omputability losure is orret, whih an be done byindution on >. Then, we remark that the funtion mapping > to CR(>) ismonotone wrt inlusion. Thus, it admits a least xpoint whih is a well-foundedordering. We prove that this xpoint ontains HORPO and is equal to RPO inthe rst-order ase.2 Terms and typesWe onsider simply-typed λ-terms with urried onstants. See [2℄ for detailsabout typed λ-alulus. For rewriting, we follow the notations of Nahum Der-showitz and Jean-Pierre Jouannaud's survey [15℄.Let B be a set of base types. The set T of simple types is indutively denedas usual: T ∈ T = B ∈ B | T ⇒ T .Let X be a set of variables and F be a set of funtion symbols disjoint from
X . We assume that every a ∈ X ∪ F is equipped with a type τa ∈ T. The sets
T T of terms of type T are indutively dened as follows: If a ∈ X ∪ F , then a ∈ T τa . If x ∈ X and t ∈ T U , then λxt ∈ T τx⇒U . If v ∈ T T⇒U and t ∈ T T , then vt ∈ T U .As usual, we assume that, for all type T , the set of variables of type Tis innite and onsider terms up to α-onversion (type-preserving renaming ofbound variables). Let FV(t) be the set of variables free in t. Let t denote asequene of terms t1, . . . , tn of length n = |t| ≥ 0.
Let τ(t) denote the type of a term t. In the following, writing t : T or tTmeans that τ(t) = T .The set Pos(t) of positions in a term t is dened as usual as words on {1, 2}.Let t|p be the subterm of t at position p ∈ Pos(t), and t[u]p be the term obtainedby replaing in t its subterm at position p ∈ Pos(t) by u.A term is algebrai if it ontains no abstration and no subterm of the form
xt. A term t is linear if no variable free in t ours more than one in t.The β-redution is the losure by ontext of the relation (λxt)u→β tux where
tux denotes the higher-order substitution of x by u in t.A rewrite rule is a pair of terms l→ r suh that l is of the form f l, FV(r) ⊆
FV(l) and τ(l) = τ(r). Given a set R of rewrite rules, let →R be the losureby ontext and substitution of R. Hene, mathing is modulo α-onversion (but
α-onversion is needed only for left-hand sides having abstrations). A rule l→ ris linear (resp. algebrai) if both l and r are linear (resp. algebrai).Given a relation → on terms, let ←, →= and →∗ be its inverse, its reexivelosure and its reexive and transitive losure respetively. Let also→ (t) = {t′ ∈
T | t→ t′} be the set of reduts of t, and SN(→) (resp. SNT (→)) be the set ofterms (resp. of type T ) that are strongly normalizable wrt→. Our aim is to provethe termination (strong normalization, well-foundedness) of → =→β ∪→R.Given a relation >, let >lex, >mul and >prod respetively denote the lexio-graphi, multiset and produt extensions of >. Note that all these extensionsare well-founded whenever > is well-founded.3 ComputabilityIn this setion, we remind the notion of omputability prediate introdued byWilliam Tait [43, 44℄ and extended by Jean-Yves Girard with the notion of neu-tral2 term [19, 20℄. Every type is interpreted by a set of omputable terms of thattype. Sine omputability is dened so as to imply strong normalization, thelatter is obtained by proving that every term is omputable.In the following, we assume given a set R of rewrite rules.Denition 1 (Reduibility andidates). A term is neutral if it is of theform xv or of the form (λxt)uv. Let → = →β ∪→R. A reduibility andidatefor the type T is a set P of terms suh that:(1) P ⊆ SNT (→).(2) P is stable by →: →(P ) ⊆ P .(3) If t : T is neutral and →(t) ⊆ P , then t ∈ P .Let QTR be the set of all reduibility andidates for the type T , and IR be theset of funtions I from B to 2T suh that, for all B ∈ B, I(B) ∈ QBR. Given aninterpretation of base types I ∈ IR, we dene an interpretation [[T ]]IR ∈ QTR forevery type T as follows: [[B]]IR = I(B),2 simple in [19℄.
 [[T ⇒ U ]]IR = {v ∈ SNT⇒U | ∀t ∈ [[T ]]IR, vt ∈ [[U ]]IR}.One an hek that SNT is a reduibility andidate for T .We now hek that the interpretation of a type is a reduibility andidate.Lemma 1. If I ∈ IR then, for all type T , [[T ]]IR ∈ QTR.Proof. We proeed by indution on T . The lemma is immediate for T ∈ B.Assume now that [[T ]]IR ∈ QTR and [[U ]]IR ∈ QUR. We prove that [[T ⇒ U ]]IR ∈
QT⇒UR .(1) [[T ⇒ U ]]IR ⊆ SNT⇒U by denition.(2) Let v ∈ [[T ⇒ U ]]IR, v′ ∈ →(v) and t ∈ [[T ]]IR. We must prove that v′t ∈ [[U ]]IR.This follows from the fats that [[U ]]IR ∈ QUR, vt ∈ [[U ]]IR and v′t ∈ →(vt).(3) Let vT⇒U be a neutral term suh that →(v) ⊆ [[T ⇒ U ]]IR and t ∈ [[T ]]IR.We must prove that vt ∈ [[U ]]IR. Sine v is neutral, vt is neutral too. Sine
[[U ]]IR ∈ Q
U
R, it sues to prove that →(vt) ⊆ [[U ]]IR. Sine [[T ]]IR ∈ QTR,
t ∈ SN and we an proeed by indution on t with → as well-foundedordering. Let w ∈ →(vt). Sine v is neutral, either w = v′t with v′ ∈ →(v), or
w = vt′ with t′ ∈ →(t). In the former ase, w ∈ [[U ]]IR sine v′ ∈ [[T ⇒ U ]]IR.In the latter ase, we onlude by indution hypothesis on t′. ⊓⊔Finally, we ome to the denition of omputability.Denition 2 (Computability). Let I be the base type interpretation suh that
I(B) = SNB. A term t : T is omputable if t ∈ [[T ]]IR.In the following, we drop the supersript I in [[T ]]IR.We do not know how to prove that omputability is stable by subterm beforeproving that every term is omputable. However, sine, on base types, om-putability is equivalent to strong normalization, the subterms of base type of aomputable term are omputable. This is in partiular the ase for the argumentsof base type of a funtion symbol:Denition 3 (Aessibility). For all f : T ⇒ B, let Acc(f) = {i | Ti ∈ B} bethe set of aessible arguments of f .We now prove some properties of omputable terms.Lemma 2 (Computability properties).(C1) If t, u and tux are omputable, then (λxt)u is omputable.(C2) If every symbol is omputable, then every term is omputable.(C3) If ft is omputable and i ∈ Acc(f), then ti is omputable.(C4) A term ft : B is omputable whenever t are omputable and every head-redut of ft is omputable.(C5) A symbol f : T ⇒ B is omputable if every head-redut of ft is omputablewhenever t : T are omputable.(C6) A symbol f is omputable if, for every rule f l → r ∈ R and substitution
σ, rσ is omputable whenever lσ are omputable.
Proof. (C1) Sine (λxt)u is neutral, it sues to prove that every redut isomputable. We proeed by indution on (t, u) with →prod as well-foundedordering (t and u are omputable). Assume that (λxt)u → v. If v = tux,then t′ is omputable by assumption. Otherwise, v = (λxt′)u with t → t′,or v = (λxt)u′ with u → u′. In both ases, we an onlude by indutionhypothesis.(C2) First note that the identity substitution is omputable sine variables areomputable (they are neutral and irreduible). We then prove that, for everyterm t and omputable substitution θ, tθ is omputable, by indution on t. Assume that t = f ∈ F . Then, tθ = f is omputable by assumption. Assume that t = x ∈ X . Then, tθ = xθ is omputable by assumption. Assume that t = λxu. Then, tθ = λxuθ. Let v : V omputable. We mustprove that tθv is omputable. By indution hypothesis, uθvx is omputable.Sine uθ and v are omputable too, by (C1), tθ is omputable. Assume that t = uV ⇒T v. Then, tθ = uθvθ. By indution hypothesis, uθand vθ are omputable. Thus, tθ is omputable.(C3) By denition of the interpretation of base types.(C4) By denition of the interpretation of base types, it sues to prove thatevery redut of ft is omputable. We prove it by indution on t with →prodas well-founded ordering (t are omputable). Head-reduts are omputableby assumption. For non-head-reduts, this follows by indution hypothesis.(C5) By denition of the interpretation of arrow types and (C4).(C6) After (C5), it sues to prove that every head-redut of ft is omputablewhenever t are omputable. Let t′ be a head-redut of ft. Then, there is
l → r ∈ R and σ suh that t = lσ and t′ = rσ. Thus, t′ is omputable. ⊓⊔4 Computability losureAfter the properties (C2) and (C6), we are left to prove that, for every rule
f l→ r ∈ R, rσ is omputable whenever lσ are omputable. This naturally leadsus to nd a set CCf (l) of terms t suh that tσ is omputable whenever lσ areomputable: the omputability losure of l wrt f .We an inlude l and lose this set with omputability-preserving operationslike applying a term to another or taking the aessible argument of a funtionall.We an also inlude variables distint from FV(l) and allow abstration onthem by strengthening the property to prove as follows: for all t ∈ CCf (l), tσ isomputable whenever lσ are omputable and σ is omputable on FV(t) \FV(l).Now, to allow funtion alls, the idea is to introdue a preedene on funtionsymbols and a well-founded ordering > on funtion arguments.So, we assume given a quasi-ordering ≥F on F whih strit part >F =
≥F \ ≤F is well-founded. Let ≃F = ≥F ∩ ≤F be its assoiated equivalenerelation.
We also assume that every symbol f is equipped with a status statf ∈
{lex, mul}, suh that statf = statg whenever f ≃F g, dening how the argu-ments of f must be ompared: lexiographially (from left to right, or from rightto left) or by multiset.Denition 4 (Status relation). The status relation assoiated to a relation
> is the relation (f, t) >stat (g, u) suh that f >F g or f ≃F g and t >statf u.Note that the status relation >stat is well-founded whenever > so is.We now formalize the notion of omputability losure.Denition 5. A funtion CC mapping every fT⇒B and lT to a set of terms
CCf (l) is a omputability losure if, for all fT⇒B, lT , r ∈ CCf (l) and θ, rθ isomputable whenever lθ are omputable and θ is omputable on X \ FV(l).We now hek that the omputability of symbols, hene the termination of
→β ∪→R by (C2), an be obtained by using a omputability losure.Lemma 3. If CC is a omputability losure and, for all rule f l → r ∈ R,
r ∈ CCf (l), then every symbol is omputable.Proof. It follows from (C6) and the fat that FV(r) ⊆ FV(l). ⊓⊔Fig. 1. Higher-order omputability losure(arg) li ∈ CCf>(l)(deomp-symb) gu ∈ CCf>(l) i ∈ Acc(g)
ui ∈ CC
f
>(l)(pre) f >F g
g ∈ CCf>(l)(all) f ≃F gU⇒U uU ∈ CCf>(l) l >f lstatf u
gu ∈ CCf>(l)(app) uV ⇒T ∈ CCf>(l) vV ∈ CCf>(l)
uv ∈ CCf>(l)(var) x /∈ FV(l)
x ∈ CCf>(l)(lam) u ∈ CCf>(l) x /∈ FV(l)
λxu ∈ CCf>(l)
We now present a omputability losure similar to the one introdued in [8,9℄ exept that the relation > used for omparing arguments in reursive alls isreplaed by an abstrat family of relations (>l)l∈T . We then prove the orretnessof this abstrat omputability losure under some ondition.Denition 6 (Closure-ompatibility). A relation ≻ is losure-ompatiblewith a family of relations (>l)l∈T if, for all l and θ, tθ ≻ uθ whenever t >l u,
tθ and uθ are omputable, and θ is omputable on X \ FV(l).Note that any relation stable by substitution > is losure-ompatible withitself (the onstant family equal to >). This is in partiular the ase of therestrition of the subterm ordering > dened by t > u if u is a subterm of t and
FV(u) ⊆ FV(t).Lemma 4. Let > = (>l)l∈T be a family of relations. The funtion CC> de-ned in Figure 1 is a omputability losure whenever there exists a well-foundedrelation on omputable terms ≻ that is losure-ompatible with >.Proof. We proeed by indution, rst on (f, lθ) with ≻stat as well-founded or-dering (H1), and seond, by indution on CCf>(l) (H2).(arg) liθ is omputable by assumption.(deomp-symb) By (H2), guθ is omputable. Thus, after (C3), uiθ is om-putable.(pre) By (H1), g is omputable.(all) By (H2), uθ are omputable. Sine l >flstatf u, ≻ is losure-ompatiblewith >, lθ and uθ are omputable, and θ is omputable on X \FV(l), we have
lθ ≻statf uθ. Therefore, by (H1), guθ is omputable.(app) By (H2), uθ and vθ are omputable. Thus, uθvθ is omputable.(var) Sine x ∈ X \ FV(l), xθ is omputable by assumption.(lam) Wlog we an assume that x /∈ codom(θ). Thus, (λxu)θ = λxuθ. Let v : τxomputable. After (C1), (λxuθ)v is omputable if uθ, v and uθvx are om-putable. We have v omputable by assumption and uθ and uθvx omputableby (H2). ⊓⊔5 β-normalized rewriting with mathing modulo βηIn this setion, we show how the notion of omputability losure an be extendedto deal with HRS's [39℄. This extends our previous results on CRS's and HRS's[5℄. This omputability losure approah seems simpler than the tehnique ofneutralization introdued by Jean-Pierre Jouannaud and Albert Rubio in [24℄.However, the omparison between both approahes remains to be done.In HRS's, rewrite rules are of base type, rule left-hand sides are patterns à laMiller [37℄, and rewriting is dened on terms in β-normal η-long form as follows:
t ⇒R u if there are p ∈ Pos(t), l → r ∈ R and σ in β-normal η-long form suhthat t|p = lσ↓β↑η and u = t[rσ↓β↑η]p.
We are going to onsider a slightly more general notion of rewriting: β-normalized rewriting with mathing modulo βη, dened as follows: t →R,βη uif there are p ∈ Pos(t), l → r ∈ R and σ in β-normal form suh that t|p is in
β-normal form, t|p =βη lσ and u = t[rσ]p. Furthermore, we do not assume thatrules are of base type. However, in this ase, one an hek that, on terms in
β-normal η-long form, ⇒R ⊆ →R,βη→∗β .Mathing modulo βη is neessary when a rule left-hand side ontains abstra-tions. Consider for instane the left-hand side l = Dλx(sin(Fx)). With mathingmodulo α-onversion only, the term t = Dλx(sin u) mathes p only if u is of theform vx. In partiular, Dλx(sin x) does not math p. Yet, if one substitutes Fby λxu in l, then one gets D(λx(sin((λxu)x))) whih β-redues to t.Take now l = Dλx(Fx). With mathing modulo α-onversion only, the term
t = Du mathes l only if u is of the form λxv. In partiular, (D sin) does notmath l. Yet, if one substitutes F by u in l, then one gets Dλx(ux) whih η-redues to t sine x /∈ FV(u) (by denition of higher-order substitution).Higher-order patterns are terms in β-normal η-long form whih free variablesare applied to terms η-equivalent to distint bound variables. Hene, if l is apattern, t and σ are in β-normal form and lσ =βη t, then lσ →∗β0=η t, where
→β0 is the restrition of→β to redexes of the form (λxt)x, that is, (λxt)x→β0 t[37℄.Now, for proving the termination of →β ∪→R,βη (hene the termination ofthe HRS rewrite relation⇒R), it sues to adapt the notion of omputability byreplaing →R by →R,βη. One an hek that all the proofs of the omputabilityproperties are still valid exept the one for (C6) for whih we give a new proof:Lemma 5 (C6). A symbol f is omputable if, for every rule f l → r ∈ R andsubstitution σ, rσ is omputable whenever lσ are omputable.Proof. After (C5), for proving that f : T ⇒ B is omputable, it sues to provethat every head-redut of ft is omputable whenever t : T are omputable. Let
t′ be a head-redut of ft. Then, ft is in β-normal form and there are f l→ r ∈ Rand σ suh that f lσ ←∗β0=η ft and t′ = rσ. To onlude, it sues to hekthat lσ are omputable.To this end, we prove that omputability is preserved by η-redution, η-expansion and β0-expansion. Let t be a omputable term and let u be a termobtained from t by η-redution, η-expansion or β0-expansion. We prove that u isomputable when u is of base type. If u is not of base type then, by applying itto omputable terms of appropriate types, we get a term of base type. On basetypes, omputability is equivalent to strong normalization. Thus, it sues toprove that every redut of u is strongly normalizable. In eah ase, we proeedby indution on t with → as well-founded ordering (t is omputable). β0-expansion: t ←β0 u. If u →β u′ then either u′ = t is omputable or,by onuene of β and sine β0 makes no dupliation, there is t′ suh that
t→β t′ ←∗β0 u
′. Now, if u→R u′ then, sine R-redexes are in β-normal form,the β0-redex is either above the R-redex or at a disjoint position. Thus, thereis u′ suh that t →R t′ ←β0 u′. In both ases, we an onlude by indutionhypothesis.
 η-redution: t→η u. If u→β u′ then, by postponement of η wrt β (→η→β ⊆
→+β→
∗
η), there is t′ suh that t →+β t′ →∗η u′. Now, if u →R u′ then, sine
R-redexes are in β-normal form, either the η-redex is a β-redex and t →β
u →R t′ = u′, or there is t′ suh that t →R t′ →∗η u′. In both ases, we anonlude by indution hypothesis. η-expansion: t ←η u. If u →β u′ then either u′ = t is omputable or, byonuene of βη, there is t′ suh that t →β t′ ←∗η u′. Now, if u →R u′ then,sine R-redexes are in β-normal form, there is t′ suh that t→R t′ ←∗η u′. Inboth ases, we an onlude by indution hypothesis. ⊓⊔By property (C2) and Lemma 4, it follows that → = →β ∪→R,βη is well-founded if, for all rule f l→ r ∈ R, r ∈ CCf>(l).Fig. 2. Deomposition rules for higher-order patterns(deomp-lam) λyu ∈ CCf>(l) y /∈ FV(l)
u ∈ CCf>(l)(deomp-app-left) uy ∈ CCf>(l) y /∈ FV(l) ∪ FV(u)
u ∈ CCf>(l)Now, for dealing with patterns à la Miller, we also need to add new deom-position rules in the omputability losure.Lemma 6. The funtion CC> dened by the rules of Figure 1 and 2 is a om-putability losure whenever there exists a well-founded relation on omputableterms that is losure-ompatible with >.Proof. We extend the proof of Lemma 4 with the new deomposition rules.(deomp-lam) Let θ′ be the restrition of θ to dom(θ)\{y}. Wlog, we an assumethat y /∈ codom(θ). Hene, (λyu)θ′ = λyuθ′. Now, sine dom(θ) ⊆ FV(u) \
FV(l), dom(θ′) ⊆ FV(λyu) \ FV(l). Thus, by (H2), λyuθ′ is omputable.Sine yθ is omputable, (λyuθ′)yθ is omputable. Thus, by β-redution, uθ′yθyis omputable too. Finally, sine y /∈ dom(θ′) ∪ codom(θ′), uθ′yθy = uθ.(deomp-app-left) Let v : τy omputable. Sine dom(θ) ⊆ FV(u)\FV(l) and y /∈
FV(l), dom(θvy) = dom(θ) ∪ {y} ⊆ FV(uy) \ FV(l). Thus, by (H2), (uy)θvy =
uθvyv is omputable. Sine y /∈ FV(u), uθvy = uθ. Thus, uθ is omputable. ⊓⊔6 Mathing modulo some equational theoryIn this setion, we show how the notion of omputability losure an be used forproving the termination of the ombination of β-redution and rewriting withmathing modulo some equational theory E [48, 21℄.
To this end, we assume that E is a symmetri set of rules, that is, l → r ∈ Ei r → l in E. By denition of rewrite rules (see Setion 2), this implies that, forall l → r ∈ E, r is of the form gr and FV(l) = FV(r). This inludes assoiativityand ommutativity but exludes ollapsing rules like x+0→ x and erasing ruleslike x× 0→ 0.Then, rewriting with mathing modulo an be dened as follow: t→R,E u ifthere are p ∈ Pos(t), l→ r ∈ R and σ suh that t|p →∗E lσ and u = t[rσ]p.Rewriting with mathing modulo E is dierent from rewriting modulo Ewhih is →∗E→R. The point is that, with mathing modulo E, no E-step takesplae above t|p when one rewrites a term t at some position p ∈ Pos(t).Hene, we orret an error in [4℄ (Theorem 6) where it is laimed that →β ∪
→∗E→R is terminating. What is in fat proved in [4℄ is the termination of →β ∪
→∗E1→R1∪→Rω ,Eω where E1 and R1 (resp. Eω and Rω) are the rst-order (resp.higher-order) parts of E and R respetively.For proving the termination of→β∪→R,E , it sues to adapt omputabilityby replaing →R by →R,E . One an hek that all the proofs of omputabilityproperties are still valid exept the one for (C6) for whih we give a new proof:Lemma 7 (C6). Let E be a symmetri set of rules. Assume that ≻ is a well-founded relation on omputable terms losure-ompatible with > and that, forall rule f l → gr ∈ E, r ∈ CCf>(l). Then, f is omputable if, for every rule
f l→ r ∈ R and substitution σ, rσ is omputable whenever lσ are omputable.Proof. By Lemma 4, CC> is a omputability losure. After (C5), for provingthat f : T ⇒ B is omputable, it sues to prove that every head-redut of ft isomputable whenever t : T are omputable. Let t′ be a head-redut of ft. Then,there is gl → r ∈ R and σ suh that ft →∗E glσ and t′ = rσ. By denition ofomputability losure, lσ are omputable sine t are omputable (indution onthe number of E-steps). Therefore, rσ is omputable. ⊓⊔By property (C2) and Lemma 4, it follows that → = →β ∪→R,E is well-founded if moreover, for all rule f l→ r ∈ R, r ∈ CCf>(l).7 Higher-order data typesUntil now, we used the subterm ordering in (all). But this ordering is not strongenough to handle reursive denitions on higher-order data types, i.e. data typeswith onstrutors having funtional reursive arguments. Consider for instanea type P representing proesses with a sequene operator ; : P ⇒ P ⇒ P anda data-dependent hoie operator Σ : (D ⇒ P) ⇒ P. Then, in the followingsimpliation rule [45℄:
(ΣP ); x→ Σλy(Py; x)the term Py is not a subterm of ΣP .
In this setion, we desribe an extension of the omputability losure tohandle suh denitions. It is based on the interpretation of positive higher-order data types introdued by Nax Paul Mendler in 1987 [34, 35℄.As usual, the set Pos(T ) of positions in a type T is dened as words on {1, 2}.The sets Pos+(T ) and Pos−(T ) of positive and negative positions respetively areindutively dened as follows: Posδ(B) = {ε}. Posδ(T ⇒ U) = 1 · Pos−δ(T ) ∪ 2 · Posδ(U).Let Pos(B, T ) be the positions of the ourrenes of B in T . A base type Bours only positively (resp. negatively) in a type T if Pos(B, T ) ⊆ Pos+(T ) (resp.
Pos(B, T ) ⊆ Pos−(T )).Nax Paul Mendler showed that the ombination of β-redution and redutionrules for a ase or math onstrution does not terminate if a data type B hasa onstrutor having an argument in the type of whih B ours negatively (wesay that B is not positive). Take for instane c : (B⇒ N)⇒ B, f : B⇒ (B⇒ N)together with the rule f(cx) →R x. Then, by taking ω = λxfxx : B ⇒ N, wehave ω(cω)→β f(cω)(cω)→R ω(cω)→β . . .He also showed that the set of all reduibility andidates is a omplete lattiefor inlusion and that, if B is positive, then one an build an interpretation of
B as the xpoint of a monotone funtional on reduibility andidates, in whihthe redution rules for the ase onstrution are safe. In this ase, we an saythat every argument of a onstrutor is aessible. We extend this notion ofaessibility to every (dened or undened) funtion symbol as follows.Denition 7 (Aessible arguments). For every fT⇒B ∈ F , let Acc(f) =
{i ≤ |T | | Pos(B, Ti) ⊆ Pos
+(Ti)}.In our example, we have Pos(P, D ⇒ P) = {2} = Pos+(D ⇒ P) and
Pos(P, P) = {ε} = Pos+(P). Thus, Acc(Σ) = {1} and Acc(; ) = {1, 2}.We now dene the funtional the least xpoint of whih will provide theinterpretation of base types.Lemma 8. The funtion F IR(B) = {t ∈ SNB | ∀fT⇒Bt, t →∗ ft ⇒ ∀i ∈
Acc(f), ti ∈ [[Ti]]IR} is a monotone funtion on IR.Proof. We rst prove that P = F IR(B) ∈ QBR.(1) P ⊆ SNB by denition.(2) Let t ∈ P , t′ ∈ →(t), f : T ⇒ B and t suh that t′ →∗ ft. We must provethat t ∈ [[T ]]R. It follows from the fats that t ∈ P and t→∗ ft.(3) Let tB neutral suh that →(t) ⊆ P . Let fT⇒B, t suh that t →∗ ft and
i ∈ Acc(f). We must prove that ti ∈ [[Ti]]R. Sine t is neutral, t 6= ft. Thus,there is t′ ∈ →(t) suh that t′ →∗ ft. Sine t′ ∈ P , ti ∈ [[Ti]]R.For the monotony, let ≤+ = ≤ and ≤− = ≥. Let I ≤ J i, for all B,
I(B) ⊆ J(B). We rst prove that [[T ]]IR ⊆δ [[T ]]JR whenever I ≤ J and Pos(B, T ) ⊆
Posδ(T ), by indution on T .
 Assume that T = C ∈ B. Then, δ = +, [[T ]]IR = I(C) and [[T ]]IR = J(C). Sine
I(C) ⊆ J(C), [[T ]]IR ⊆ [[T ]]IR. Assume that T = U ⇒ V . Then, Pos(B, U) ⊆ Pos−δ(U) and Pos(B, V ) ⊆
Posδ(V ). Thus, by indution hypothesis, [[U ]]IR ⊆−δ [[U ]]JR and [[V ]]IR ⊆δ [[V ]]JR.Assume that δ = +. Let t ∈ [[T ]]IR and u ∈ [[U ]]JR. We must prove that
tu ∈ [[V ]]JR. Sine [[U ]]IR ⊇ [[U ]]JR, tu ∈ [[V ]]IR. Sine [[V ]]IR ⊆ [[V ]]JR, tu ∈ [[V ]]JR.It works similarly for δ = −.Assume now that I ≤ J . We must prove that, for all B, F IR(B) ⊆ F JR(B).Let B ∈ B and t ∈ F IR(B). We must prove that t ∈ F JR(B). First, we have
t ∈ SNB sine t ∈ F IR(B). Assume now that t →∗ fT⇒Bt and let i ∈ Acc(f).We must prove that ti ∈ [[Ti]]JR. Sine t ∈ F IR(B), ti ∈ [[Ti]]IR. Sine i ∈ Acc(f),
Pos(B, Ti) ⊆ Pos
+(Ti) and [[Ti]]IR ⊆ [[Ti]]JR. ⊓⊔Denition 8 (Computability). Let IR be the least xpoint of FR. A term
t : T is omputable if t ∈ [[T ]]IRR .In the following, we drop the supersript IR in [[T ]]IRR .One an hek that all the proofs of omputability properties are still validexept the one for (C4) for whih we give a new proof:Lemma 9 (C4). A term ft : B is omputable whenever t are omputable andevery head-redut of ft is omputable.Proof. We rst need to prove that ft is SN. This follows from the previousproof of (C4). Assume now that ft →∗ gu and i ∈ Acc(g). We prove that uiis omputable by indution on t with →prod as well-founded ordering (t areomputable). If ft = gu, then ui = ti is omputable by assumption. Otherwise,
ft → v →∗ gu. If v is a head-redut of ft, then v and ui are omputable.Otherwise, we onlude by indution hypothesis. ⊓⊔The least xpoint of FR is reahable by transnite iteration from the smallestelement of IR. This provides us with an ordering that an handle denitions onhigher-order data types.Denition 9 (Size ordering). For all B ∈ B and t ∈ [[B]]R, let the size of t bethe smallest ordinal oBR(t) = a suh that t ∈ F aR(∅)(B), where F aR is the transnite
a-iteration of FR. Let R be the union of all the relations TR indutively denedon [[T ]]R as follows: t BR u if oBR(t) ≥ oBR(u). t T⇒UR u if, for all v ∈ [[T ]]R, tv UR uv.In our example, we have [[P]]R = {t ∈ SNP | ∀fT⇒Pt, t →∗ ft ⇒ ∀i ∈
Acc(f), ti ∈ [[Ti]]R}. Sine Acc(Σ) = {1}, if ΣP ∈ [[P]]R then, for all d ∈ [[D]]R,
Pd ∈ [[P]]R and oPR(Pd) < oPR(ΣP ).We immediately hek that the size ordering is well-founded.Lemma 10. R is a well-founded quasi-ordering ontaining →.
Proof. The relation R is the union of pairwise disjoint relations. Hene, itsues to prove that eah one is transitive and well-founded. We proeed byindution on T . For T ∈ B, this is immediate. Assume now that (ti)i∈N is aninreasing sequene for ≻T⇒UR . Sine variables are omputable, let x ∈ [[T ]]R. Bydenition of ≻T⇒UR , (tix)i∈N is an inreasing sequene for ≻UR. ⊓⊔Fig. 3. Aessibility ordering(>base) i ∈ Acc(g) b ∈ X \ FV(l)
gA⇒BaA >l aB⇒Bi b
B(>lam) a >l bx x ∈ X \ (FV(b) ∪ FV(l))
λxa > b(>red) a >l b b →β c
a >l c(>trans) a >l b b >l c
a >l cWe now dene some relation strong enough for apturing denitions onhigher-order data types and with whih ≻R is losure-ompatible.Lemma 11. ≻R is losure-ompatible with the family (>l)l∈T dened Figure 3.Proof. We prove that aθ ≻R bθ whenever a >l b, aθ and bθ are omputable, and
θ is omputable on X \ FV(l).(>base) By denition of IR, oR(gaθ) = a + 1 and aiθ ∈ [[B ⇒ B]]IaRR . Sine
b ∈ X \FV(l) and θ is omputable on X \FV(l), bθ are omputable. Therefore,
aiθbθ ∈ IaR(B) and aR(gaθ) > a ≥ oR(aiθbθ).(>lam) Let w : τx omputable. Wlog we an assume that x /∈ dom(θ) ∪
codom(θ). Hene, (λxa)θ = λxaθ. We must prove that (λxaθ)w ≻R bθw.By β-redution, (λxaθ)w R aθwx . By indution hypothesis, aθwx ≻R (bx)θwx .Sine x /∈ FV(b) ∪ dom(θ) ∪ codom(θ), (bx)θwx = bθw.(>red) By indution hypothesis and sine →β ⊆ R.(>trans) By indution hypothesis and transitivity of ≻R. ⊓⊔By property (C2) and Lemma 4, it follows that → = →β ∪→R is well-founded if, for all rule f l→ r ∈ R, r ∈ CCf>(l).Note that we ould strengthen the denition of (>l)l∈T by taking in (>base),when l = f l, b ∈ CCf>(l) instead of b ∈ X \ FV(l), making the denitions of >and CC> mutually dependent. See [7℄ for details.
8 The reursive omputability orderingWe now show how the omputability losure an be turned into a well-foundedordering ontaining the monomorphi version of Jean-Pierre Jouannaud andAlbert Rubio's higher-order reursive path ordering [25℄.Indeed, onsider the relation CR(>) = {(f l, r) | r ∈ CCf>(l), FV(r) ⊆
FV(l), τ(f l) = τ(r)} made of all the rules whih right-hand side is in the om-putability losure of its left-hand side. After (C2) and Lemma 3, →β ∪→CR(>)is well-founded whenever > is well-founded and stable by substitution. Hene,
CR(>) is itself well-founded and stable by substitution whenever > is well-founded and stable by substitution.We now observe that the funtion mapping > to CR(>) is monotone wrtinlusion. It has therefore a least xpoint that is stable by substitution andwhih losure by ontext is well-founded when ombined with →β .Lemma 12. The funtion mapping > to the relation CR(>) = {(f l, r) | r ∈
CCf>(l), FV(r) ⊆ FV(l), τ(f l) = τ(r)} is monotone wrt inlusion on the set ofwell-founded relations stable by substitution.Proof. Assume that >1 ⊆ >2. One an prove by indution on (f l, r) ∈ CR(>1)that (f l, r) ∈ CR(>2). In the (all) ase, we use the fat that the funtionmapping > to >stat is monotone wrt inlusion.Now, assume that > is well-founded and stable by substitution. After (C2)and Lemma 3, →β ∪ →CR(>) is well-founded. Thus, CR(>) is well-founded.Now, one an hek that CR(>) is stable by substitution whenever > is stableby substitution. ⊓⊔Denition 10. Let the weak higher-order reursive omputability (quasi-) or-dering >whorco be the least xpoint of CR, and the higher-order reursive om-putability (quasi-) ordering >horco be the losure by ontext of >whorco.In Figure 4, we give an indutive presentation of >horco obtained by replaing
u ∈ CCf>(l) by f l > u in Figure 1, and adding a rule (ont) for the losure byontext and a rule (rule) for the onditions on rules.Stritly speaking, >horco, like >horpo, is not a quasi-ordering. One needs totake its transitive losure to get a quasi-ordering. On the other hand, one anhek that >whorco is transitive, hene is a true quasi-ordering (note that, if
t >whorco u, then t is of the form ft).Moreover, sine >whorco is not losed by ontext, it is better suited for provingthe termination of rewrite systems by using the dependeny pair method [1, 42,3℄. We now would like to ompare this ordering with the monomorphi version of
>horpo whih denition is reminded in Figure 5. To this end, we need to slightlystrengthen the denition of omputability losure by replaing > by its losureby ontext →>, and by adding the following dedution rule:(red) u ∈ CCf>(l) u > v
v ∈ CCf>(l)
Fig. 4. Higher-order omputability ordering(ont) t >whorco u p ∈ Pos(C)
C[t]p >horco C[u]p(rule) tT > uU FV(u) ⊆ FV(t) T = U
t >whorco u(arg) fl > li(deomp-symb) fl > gu i ∈ Acc(g)
fl > ui(pre) f >F g
fl > g(all) f ≃F gU⇒U fl > uU l (>whorco)statf u
fl > gu(app) fl > uV ⇒T fl > vV
fl > uv(var) x /∈ FV(l)
fl > x(lam) fl > u x /∈ FV(l)
fl > λxuOne an hek that all the properties are preserved. More details an be foundin [7℄. Hene, we get the following additional dedution rules for >whorco:(all) f ≃F gU⇒U f l > uU l (>horco)statf u
f l > gu(red) f l > u u >horco v
f l > vWe now prove that >horpo is inluded in the transitive losure of >horco.Lemma 13. >horpo ⊆ >+horco.Proof. Note that FV(u) ⊆ FV(t) and T = U whenever tT >horpo uU (>horpo isa set of rules).We rst prove the property (*): ft > v whenever tj >∗horco v or ft >+horco v.Assume that tj >∗horco v. By (arg), ft > tj . Thus, by (red), ft > v. Assume nowthat ft >horco u >∗horco v. By (red), it sues to prove that ft > u. There aretwo ases: ft = fatkb, u = fat′kb and tk >horco t′k. We onlude by (all).
Fig. 5. HORPO [25℄
P (f, t, u) = ft >horpo u ∨ (∃j) tj ≥horpo u(1) ti ≥horpo u
fT ⇒T tT >horpo uT(2) f >F g P (f, t, u)
fT ⇒T tT >horpo gU⇒T uU(3) f ≃F g statf = mul t (>horpo)statf u
fT ⇒T tT >horpo gU⇒T uU(4) f ≃F g statf = lex t (>horpo)statf u P (f, t, u)
fT ⇒T tT >horpo gU⇒T uU(5) P (f, t, u)
fT ⇒T t >horpo uT(6) {t1, t2} (>horpo)mul {u1, u2}
tU⇒T1 t
U
2 >horpo u
V ⇒T
1 u
V
2(7) t >horpo u
λxt >horpo λxu ft = f lb, u = rb and f l >whorco r. One an hek that f lt > rt whenever
f l > r.We now prove the theorem by indution on >horpo.(1) By indution hypothesis, ti >∗horco u. By (arg), ft > ti. Sine ti >horpo uand ft >horpo u, ft → ti is a rule. Thus, ft >whorco ti and, by (red),
ft >whorco u.(2) By indution hypothesis, for all i, ft >+horco ui or tj >∗horco ui. Hene, by(*), ft > u. By (pre), ft > g. Thus, by (app), ft > gu. Sine ft→ gu isa rule, ft >whorco gu.(3) By indution hypothesis, t (>+horco)mul u. Hene, by (*), ft > u. Thus, by(all), ft > gu. Sine ft→ gu is a rule, ft >whorco gu.(4) By indution hypothesis, t (>+horco)statf u and, for all i, ft >+horco ui or
tj >
∗
horco ui. Hene, by (*), ft > u. Thus, by (all), ft > gu. Sine ft→ guis a rule, ft >whorco gu.(5) By indution hypothesis, for all i, ft >+horco ui or tj >∗horco ui. Hene, by(*), ft > ui for all i. Thus, by (app), ft > u. Sine (ft, u) is a rule,
ft >whorco u.(6) For typing reasons, (t1, u1) (>horpo)prod (t2, u2). Thus, by indution hy-pothesis, (t1, u1) (>+horco)prod (t2, u2). Hene, by (ont) and transitivity,
t1t2 >
+
horco u1u2.
(7) By indution hypothesis, t >+horco u. Thus, by (ont), λxt >+horco λxu. ⊓⊔We observe that, if (6) were restrited to (t1 >horpo u1 ∧ t2 = u2) ∨ (t1 =
u1∧ t2 >horpo u2), then we would get >horpo ⊆ >horco, sine this is the only aserequiring transitivity.Note that >horco an be extended with the aessibility ordering dened inFigure 3. The details 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